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LASER FUSION

FOR LATMEN

by
D. A. Freiwald

AESTRACT
Fundamentals of lasers
and the thermonuclear fusion process
are briefly reviewed.
Laser-initiated
fusion physics concepts are
A laser-initiated
fusion reactor and power plant condiscussed.
cept is presented.
Potential environmental impacts are outlined.
we discussion is summarized and a brief selected reading list is
g~ven.
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PREFACE

The most optimistic

see the first commercial
This report is written
elements
nuclear

and concepts

to explain

of laser-initiated

fusion in an educational

understandable
slightly

to nontechnical

altered version

the Governor’s

the basic

“

operation

thermo-

fashion

people.

It is a

of a paper prepared

for

sued in this country

and abroad.

The older

is based on magnetic

confinement

of a plasma

described

elsewhere.*

papers

the New Mexico
I.

on energy and related

fusion

in the sun or in hydrogen

subjects

being

of removing,

of power.
promise
nearly

initiated

fusion are,

efficient

lasers,

advanced

of
as

for peaceful

use

source of power
it holds

of current

for the production

More specifically,

inexhauatfble.

fusion

(1) extremely

powerful

and

of large amounts

fusion power holds

However,

safer, cheaper,
the harnessing

a tremendous

scientific

fuel targets

the

laser beams

to initiate

of “proper”
with thermo-

thermonuclear

reactions.
Lasers
A laser is a very special
plain how a laser works
properties

of atoms.

Up

of protons

oxygen,

combinations

constitute

The nucleus
The number

of protons.

Certain

recall

To exsome

An atom is made up of a nuc-

electrons.

carbon,

light source.

let ua briefly

and neutrons.

equals the number

end near-

end (2) achievement

of powerful

leus and orbiting

the

or at least substantially

many disadvantagea

fusion power prssents

nuclear

thermo-

investigated

In addition,

of being less polluting,

engineering

Cent roll@

of power

potential

next to the sun itself.

term techniques

lead to laser-

for

occurring

In terms of today’s knowledge,

is an almost unlimlted

alleviating,

bombs.

intensively

a source of large amounts

promise

is Che process

is the most technically

all the concepts

by mankind.

The two essential

fusion.

that may eventually

interactions

Thermonuclear

fusion

and is

State Legislature.

INTRODUCTION

nuclear

scheme

of preparing
features

position

in

Rere, we will be concerned

Energy Task Force, State of New

as part of the ETF’s program

power plant

to fusion power are being pur-

with laser-initiated
Mexico,

electric

do not fore-

until near the end of this century.

Two approaches

that is

estimates

is made

of electrons

Each element

(e.g.,

copper) has its own kind of atoms.
of atoms,

linked

together,

molecules.

and

of
and

challenge-- one that will take many years

*R. A. Krakowski and F. L. Ribe, “Nuclear Energy
from Thermonuclear Fusion,” Prepared for Governor’s
Energy Task Force, State of New Mexico (1974).
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The atom’s
somewhat
unlike

.

electrons

orbit around the nucleus

like satellites

around

earth satellites,

kind of atom can occupyody
if an electron

changea

tain other orbits
correspond

the earth.

the electrons

radiation

there are only cer-

electron

Higher

energies,

orbita

and vice

orbits,

state the electrons

indicated

by (L) in Fig. 1.

in L orbit abaorbs

Becauae

to change orbita,
or high

(H) orbit.

Assume

it obtains enough energy

from the H

for this discussion

(M)
that

(call it El) to jump up to

the H orbit.
the electron

will try to find ita
For certain atoms

way back down to the L orbit.

for Iasingmsterials)

Instead,

the electron

little jump down to a middle
less energy,

(by proper

the light energy,

If the electron
M orbit,

it can remsin

will first make a

orbit

(M), where,

with

longer before ~king

the

final jump from the M orbit to the L orbit.
When an electron

makes an orbit jump downward

from one orbit to another,

it gives up an amount

of energy equal to the energy

it took to raise

the

selection

illustrated

emission

interest

again an electron

by spontaneous

side and interacts

with

the electron

the electron

photon

identical

photon.

results

in two outgoing

Nucleus

trillions

in the emission

of

Thus, one incoming

photon

photons.
can stimulate

in M orbits.
sweeping

of atoms

propagating,

emission

from each of two other atoms

that have electrons
continues,

in the M orbit,

continues

Each of these two photons
of two more photons

from the

comes from —out-

in the lower half of

jump results

another

that

to jump from the M

to the L orbit, as illustrated
The original

of a “color”

transition

If such a photon

It will stimulate

This is

of light or

in the M orbit. Alao,

H to the L orbit.

process

to the

to us.

a unit of light or photon,

would be emitted

in the

and emit light energy E3, as

of no special

and the electron

E,(pump)

small.

in the top half of Fig. 1.

Consider

from

jump from the M

self- or spontaneous

Fig. 1.

of lasing

is left long enough

it will eventually

consider

in a

The jump

E2, emitted

this jump will be correspondingly

radiation,

take place in one big jump from the H orbit to the
L orbit.

material),

called

this doea not

jump results

to the M orbit emits light, but if

L orbit by itself,

Left alone,

(of interest

Thus, a downward

so are the

color of light being emitted.

this jump is small

it will jump up to the middle

from the orbit jump is called

the orbits are distinct,

If sn electron
of energy

The tiny

a photon.

are found in low

just the right amount

it is called light.

unit of light,emitted

distinct

In a normal

comes out,
If the

the form of radiation.

is visible,

energy jumps.

versa.

This energy

to the upper orbit.

or is emitted,in

of a given

certain distincti’tie”or%its

orbita,

that it can go to.

to higher

But

electron

As this avalanche

over billions

in the lasfng medium,

of
a large -

\
buret of light, all of one color,
~ight &nplification

LASER:

is emitted.

by ~timulated

~tission

of Radiation
—
Stlmuloted
Emission

More complicated
molecules

.
Nucleus

tionship
become

(combination
between

Fig.

1. Schematic of electron orbit jumps, end
light

(photon) emission.

than the “three-level

H orbits)

in 1960.

discuseed

levels

,

model”

above.

lasers were developed

One used ruby glass for the lasing medium,

and the other used a mixture

dioxide

the rela-

orbits and energy

The first two successful

Many other useful

of helium

lasing media,

(C02) gas, neodymium

since been identified.
2

of atoms) wherein

electron

more complex

(L , M , md
.EI=E2+E3

lasi.ng media are made up of

and neon gas.

including

glass,

carbon

and others,

have

“

Figure

2 illustrates

laser cavity

may be a transparent
glass),
medium

how a laser works.

solid

some external
ternally

energy

which

(e.g., a special kind of

a liquid, or a gas.
atoms are pumped

Electrons

or excited

of the lasing

to H orbits by

source, or may be excited

by a chemical

reaction

within

in-

then transferred
ultimately
release,
special

in the helium-neon

ia pumped

laser),

laser light is emitted.

continuously

with a short pulse or burst of energy
flashlemps

is pumped

●

“stored”

in the C02 laser),

of laser light is emitted.
the one of interest
in Section

pumped

laser ie

choice of lasing media,

down to the M orbits,

in a large population
A short-pulse
will stimulate

jumps

but for laser fusion

●

Another

laser process

of the emitted

photons

re-

of a

Stimulated

emission

In this process,

all

trol, direction,
great precision.

These properties
and focusing

enable

the con-

of the light with

I%us, enormous

power and energy

(in the form of laser light) can be focused

onto a

the proper

for the specific

application,

converts

laser-light

pumping

laser cavity phenomena
than discussed

and

denotations

also several

lasers

for

There are

that emit radiation
the above discussion

which

is not

conveys

the

of the phenomena.

Recent

technological

ing laser light bursta

such laser pulses
to ignite

advances

them more power-

consideration

onto pellets

thermonuclear

considerably

toward shorten-

and making

ful have led to serious

releaee

is a hit

ahove,

have more complicated

However,

energy

beam.

of focusing

of thermonuclear
reactions

more energy

that would

than supplLed.

Fusion

tiny target.

Let us now briefly
for hydrogen.
Fdy

color of light

orbits and orbit jumps.

fuel

to low orbits

(short laser

the electron

are not only all of the same

but they are also “in step” or in phase

with each other.

will build up in

from middle

The laser efficiently

essence

to

loss),

but only on command,

The laser emits

visible.

light pulses which .are

for laser fusion.

(small energy

populations

orbits,

The actual

called mode-locking

pumped

from the high

is small

the middle

more complicated

of a

(about one billionth

and more powerful

of interest

“color,”

Large electron

scientists

sults in much shorter

to find lasing media

electron-

orbit

into a directed

and

second) .

second)

●

the light

are too long (about one millionth

atrive

The spontaneous

needed

to L orbits)

energy
is an

are easily and efficiently

pulses),

jump

resulting

called Q-switching

(M

of conversion

can be made to occur quickly

of the M orbits.

laser proceaa

electron

light emission,

●

the

then quickly

to a very

Not all of the pumping

factor.

the middle

●

to the H orbits

from the H-orbits

●

as explained

II below.

With the proper
electrons

The short-pulse

are

from low to high orbits,

then a short pulse

for laser fusion,

is converted

the efficiency

is

which

Upon stimulated

in M orbits.

light beam.

Electrons

(e.g., with

in the ruby glasa lasar, or with an elec-

tric discharge

of

energy

such that:

then a steady beam of

If the cavity

pumping

to lasing media electrons

Laser scientists

(as

pumping,

the stored energy

important

If the laser cavity

the right combination

laai.ng media and proper

is converted;

the laaing

medium.

pulses

In summary, with

The

is filled with a lasing medium,

Ordinary

discuss

the fusion

hydrogen

process

has two m

Roflsetho
..—.
,.
. Lam-

Cmily
m

Fl#ed With
Mc6m

Pat!+

Tfa81nntkQ

and

PMUY

Roflmlhw

IMror

—

isotopes,

namely

deuterium

in

the nucleus

than the normal

is

in abundant

supply

water

containa

terium,

Schematic

of a laser cavity.

atom).

in the world’s
kilograms).

about 1/8 gram

as a constituent

other worda,
Fig. 2.

(T).

has either more or fewer neutrons

five-billion-billion
~ww
m
(Ilght WJIWOIOMCIIY)

(D) and tritium

(An isotope

Deuterium
oceans

of sea

(0.0044 oz.) of deu-

of heavy water, HDO.

for every 12000 liters

about 11 996 liters’are

(about

Four liters

In

of sea water,

H20 and 4 liters are Do.

3

The deuterium

can readily be extracted

fuel cost for conceptual
only a fraction
Tritium

fuels.

tions between

“disappeared.”

The mass difference

neutrons

s nucleus

is supplied
orbits,

behind

small amount

the electrons

A “collection”

nucleus).

jump to

escape all

other with great force.
amount of energy

Thus, if two

they will repel each

to the plasma

they obtain such high random velocities
pairs,

the can fuse, overcoming

sive forces.

This phenomenon

of forcing opposing
pelling

magnetic

is analogous
poles

to that
by pro-

Here we will consider

process

releases

The DT fusion results
a neutron
coalescing

DT fusion because

to initiate.
in a helium

by

and forming new states of matter.
conceptually

in Fig. 3.

Another
involves

uranium,

into twe lighter

converted

This

Heti-4

(H,4)

energy

A nuclear

reaction

wherein

change, but all atoms

kind of nuclear
splitting

atoms

reaction,

into

called

heavy atoms, e.g.,

atoms;

the total mass of

is less than the mass of the
the mass difference

ia again

But fusion fuel can yield

Into energy.

up to eight times as much energy as an equivalent
weight

of fission

fuel, and the energy potential

in the world

is about

than uranium.

three million

The energy potential

the tiny amount of deuterium
of ocean water

is roughly

(300 gallons)

of gasoline.

in 4 liters

equivalent

of

times

of just

(one gallon)

to 1200 liters

In DT fusion the energy, E = mc2, is distributed
between

The mess of

of energy.

and no mass la converted

energy.

atom, where

a very

ion-pair

reaction.

(made up of atoms)

fission,

(4He) ion and

(n), ie. , the D and T “disappear”

is illustrated

of

including

from a chemical

their identity

greater

this

more than four times the energy

a DD fusion, and is eaaier

molecules

deuterium

one at the other at very high speed.

Fusion can occur for both a DD pair and a DT
pair.

differs

original

repul-

together

number,

and subsequent

is called a nuclear

the two lighter

ions,

that, in

the nuclear

and thus C2 (c

is an enormous

change of matter,

release

retain

But if a still larger

is supplied

fusing,

reaction

ion (charged

charge.

together,

by itself)

giving

c is the speed of light.

The DT fusion process,

of such ions, together with

Each ion has a positive

where

into energy,

to mc 2 (Einstein’s

small mass, m, will yield a large amount

of energy

the free electrons, ia called a plasma.

such ions are brought

is converted

c is a very large number,

multiplied

If more energy

above.

a so-called

Let us call m the mass difference.

famoua equation),
Because

for D;

the electrons

to the atoms,

leaving

simple atoms, each

and only one orbiting

as discussed

of mass has also

an amount of energy E equal

(proton + neutron
for T)

to the atoms,

higher orbits,

by reac-

and lithium.

If a relatively

is supplied

as needed,

less than that of the original

Thus a small amount

can be produced,

proton + 2 neutrons
electron.

4He + n ia slightly
D+T .

that is

of the price we now pay for fossil

Both D and T are relatively
containing

at a current

fusion reactora

the4He

particle

of energy of motion;

and the neutron

thus the4He

about 20% of the reaction

in the form

particle

energy)

(with

and the neutron

(with about 80Z of the reaction

energy)

reaction

Use and conversion

with enormous

speeds.

of this energy will be discussed
Note that the helium
is valuable
II.

leave the

in Section

that is produced

III.

is inert, and

for other applications.

LASER FUSION PHYSICS
From the discussion

CONCEPTS
above, we see that energy

must be SUPP lied to the D and the T to “trigger”
the fusion reaction,

Trlllun

ions together.

u

(T)

NsJhm

h

————-Chmqa

ofMattar--

-

(n)

be supplied

i.e., to “drive”

In laser fusion,

from laser beama,

Schematic
process.

of the deuteriun+tritium

fusion

equal amount
machine,

the “fuel”

is

the DT fuel is by mixing

of D and T in gaaeous

and freezing

sphere or pe12et
4

after

is to

prepared.

--

One way to prepare
Fig. 3.

the D and T

the energy

about

an

form in a special

the gas mixture

into a tiny

the size of buck-shot.

The

DT ice pellet
as illustrated

is injected

ous directions

the center of the

aimultaneouely

by laser beams, as uniformly

tions is achieved

illumination
by starting

tracted

from the laser beam source,

(made more powerful)

I

●

fiers would work essentially

into,
empli-

emissions

Fig. 5.

Schematic
initiated

All laser ampli-

on the principles

cussed above, with the incoming

(

The

is thenis greatly

fied again in a power amplifier.

dis-

laser beam stimu-

in the emplifierts

of a laser system for laserpellet fusion.

The main laser pulse must be as follows
absorbed

by the pellet

it must be ehort, lasting

The eight beams are directed
lenses into the laser cavity
(see Fig. 4).

are adjusted

by mirrors

and

in a symmetrical

The optics

(laser pulses)

and thus arrive

on the

at the same time; it is very important

obtain simultaneous

symmetrical

men-

(mirrors and lenses)

so that all eight beams

travel the same distance

heating

to

of the

of a second.
addition,be

properly

(one-half

(roughly a stickof

meters per second.

l’hus a laser -

(moving at the speed of light)
a billionth

of a second

about 30 centimeters

that lasts for only

(as It passes

you) is only

(one foot) long!

a total

to that of

of high exploaivea

dynamite).

of the powerful

main laser pulse

may be aided by firat illuminating
a smell laser prepulse.

the pellet

The prepulse

surface

of the pellet , which

as a gaa to create an atmosphere

expands

with

ionizes

slowly)

the

(relatively
around

the pellet.
Absorption
then resulta
pellet

of the powerful

in rapid heating

material

and ~

The outer

(outward expansion)

of the outer

As in a rocket,

where

pushes

the

the rocket

or as in the firing of a rifle where

rifle-shot

recoil pushes

impulse

as illustrated

against

layer compresses

off of

the pellet

that core compression

in core temperatures

of the sun.

the

core

in Fig. 6.

Theory predicts

degrees--about

the

your shoulder,

from the very rapid blowing

the outer pellet

result

of
state

about 90% of the

from the rocket exhaust

forward,

recoil

gaa or plasma

layer abaorbs

laaer pulse energy.
impulse

main laser pulse

of the outer ~

to an ionized

blowoff

layer.

Conceptual laser fusion reactor cavity
ahowing 8 laaer beams irradiating a DT
pellet.

pound)

in excess

with

in the beam pulse corresponding

about 227 grsma

in

of low power at first,

to a high power

of a thousand-million-mi.llion-watts,
energy

or color, and

only about one billionth

shaped:

increasing

Absorption

Note that light travele at a speed of 300

frequency

to be
The laser

fusion:

Even this short laaer pulse must,

exponentially

pellet.

Fig. 4.

and produce

pulse must be of the proper

cavities.

million

k-FL&

R90ctc+ Cdly

ia amplified

with a laser preamplifier.

each of which

lating more photon

Q-

The laaer beam, ex-

output beam from the preamplifier
say, eight beams,

direc-

with —one laser beam

as shown in Fig. 5.

pellet

-.s
,,

as

from various

source,

ner

AL....

from numer-

over its entire surface.

Simultaneous

J

reaches

it is illuminated

possible,

cavity

in Fig. 4.

Nhen the pellet
cavity,

into an evacuated

of about

ten times hotter
High

temperatures

speed, of random direction.

should

100 million

than the interior
Imply high particle

At such temperatures

5

The thermonuclear

burn phase

last only about

ten picoaeconds

= one millionth

of one millionth

of one second).

of the core DT needs to be “burned”

for net energy

release,
when

the powerful

shined onto the DT pellet,
sun is created,
and density

which

by fueions

an ionized

The energy

the D and T are Ionized,
sufficient

gaa or plasma,

of such a tiny pellet
from 22.7

for fusion.

one- to ten-thousand

of high exploaivea,

The energy

that the center of the
to super-densities,

times the normal

solid density,

the D and T atoms.
heated

the fusion energy

core densities

are important

becauee

than the energy

DT fuel will be burned

ing laser efficiencies,

they enable recapture

times greater

energy of motion

to others.

and giving

This energy

sharing

with unburned

fuel gives rise to so-called

heating

further

which

Achievement

raises the reaction

of core compression

bootstrap
rate.

is crucial

Sufficient
an appreciable

thermonuclear
fraction

burn can occur to fuse

of the D and T ions in the

of the energetic

the pellet apart.
thermonuclear

pellet

Under

reaction

significant

core material

theee circumstances,

outward
teare
the

is said to be inertfally

confined.

be short and powerful;

pand,

the resulting

losing density

laser pulse muet

if the pellet were heated more
plaama would have time to ex-

and temperature

cant fusion could take place.
6

Though

before

signifi-

explosion,

having

the energy

to that from several dozen
blast

10

the

the total mass
release
a-

is very

high energy

released

would

be equal

sticks of dynamite,

from a pellet microexplosion

would

the

be like

that from a large firecracker.
The energy

is releaeed

neutrona,
ions.

in various

from the plasma’s

4He particles

into electrical

energy

and “unburned”

to recharge

the next pulse and to provide
output

forms: as

free electrons),

This energy muet be captured

D and T

and converted
the lasers

net electrical

for
energy

for consumers.

.
III. REACTOR

AND POWER PLANT CONCEPTS

The term nuclear

Note again that the initiating

slowly,

(speed) .

a chemical

with the fusion energy

x rays (radiation

core in a very short time before
motion

Unlike

to the

laser fusion process.

to power

laaers.

small, with each particle

This ia analo-

ball striking

the average

will be about

than the energy needed

particle

the core region.

in

of the

be about 10; in other worda,

aaeociated

can escape

ia

invested

per pulse,

from the pellet

or sharing of some of the
4
energy of a fusion-product
He particle by yet un4
fused D and T iom before the high velocity
He

gous to one fast billiard

incident

—net energy gain per pulse will, when also consider-

sun (about one hundred
Such pellet

giving a so-called

But since only a fraction

or about ten times as dense as the center of the
times as dense as lead).

should

kilograma

yield from each D and T fusion

about 2000 ti.mea greater

Theory also predicts

then rapidly

from the thermonuclear

gain factor of about 100 over the originally
beam’s energy.

and the ion speeds are

pellet core will be compressed

produced

core, the pellet material,

“be about equal to that releaaed
(fifty pounds)

temperature

sun.

released

burn and microexplosion

are

short-lived

high temperature

in the pellet

explodes.

a miniature,

than our earth’s

now entirely

laser puleea

is of even higher

With the enormously

Enlarged cut-away view of a DT pellet
during laser heating.

to

Only a portion

In summary,

Fig. 6.

is predicted

(one picosecond

producing
are fission

The interior
reactor

reactor

and controlling
reactors,

the reactor

tors, coupled with energy

to a device

reactions.

and conceptual
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